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What is Single WindowWhat is Single Window

A facility that allows parties involved in trade and transport 
to lodge standardized information and documents with 

a single entry point to fulfil all import, export, and 
transit-related regulatory requirements
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Political Will and Strategic MandatePolitical Will and Strategic Mandate
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Successful implementation of the Single Window depends to a large degree on the political will and commitment at the highest level. 
However, securing the political support and the funding for the initial investment and maintenance at early stages of the SW may require some effort.   
Here are some of suggested convincing points to present to high-level policy-makers for political buy-in.
Business case: Clearly outline the economic rationale of the SW project by presenting the projected benefits to traders.
2. Sustainability: Show that the SW project would not become a continuous drain on public finances, by illustrating projected returns on the initial investment and explaining how the SW could become self-sustained beyond its early stages of operation.
3. Competitiveness Platform: Highlight the implications for national competitiveness if the country decides to defer adopting a SW, particularly if the main competitors are in the process of establishing SW type facilities  
4. Impact: Emphasize opportunities for the national economy to expand and diversify trade, to attract Foreign Direct Investment and to gain access to high value supply chains as a result of efficient and predictable cross border trade. 
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Korean Case: Political Commitment at the Top LevelKorean Case: Political Commitment at the Top Level
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Source: Hee-Chul Jung, “Republic of Korea” UN/CEFACT Single Window Repository

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The level of political commitment and push might vary from country to country. Most importantly there must be a champion with the power to take decisions and enforce them. As you can see in the slide, the national single window in the Republic of Korea was championed by the Prime Minster.  In the case of national Single Window in Singapore, it was championed by then the Minister for Trade and Industry, who is currently Prime Minister.  
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1. Urgent logistics Development AP 2007

World Class Logistics System to support Thai Business and IndustriesVision
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Cost Efficiency / Responsiveness

 

/ Reliability and Security

2.

 

Business value creation

4. Single Window e-Logistics Development 
Plan (SWeL)

Source: Suriyon (NESDB), ESCAP/ECE SW Workshop, Mongolia, 2009

Thai Case: Linked to Strategic MandateThai Case: Linked to Strategic Mandate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Single Window implementation is better off if it is linked to national strategic mandate for its sustainability and support.  As you can see in the slide, Single Window implementation was not an isolated project.  It was part of national vision to realize ‘World class logistics system to support Thai business and industries.”  Therefore, the “Single Window e-Logistics Development Plan” was tightly linked to strategic agendas, objectives and ultimately to vision.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stakeholder coordination is vital, as the biggest challenges in developing a single window arise from the inter-organizational nature of the project. The need to coordinate among numerous government agencies and the business community cannot be over-emphasized. The “to-dos” listed in the slide would be useful in promoting co-ordination and collaboration between many players. 
1. Inducing continuous engagement and mutual commitment by the high-level political champion helps to keep stakeholders genuinely engaged and ensure resources.
2. Appoint a lead agency that has the technical capability to implement the SW project. Choosing the most appropriate lead agency for the implementation of the SW is as critical as having a high-level political champion to spearhead the SW initiative.  It is usually Customs authority, but other type of arrangement can also work.
3. To keep the stakeholders engaged, some institutional arrangement should be put in place.  It is necessary to facilitate the participation of all stakeholders in the development of SW--relevant government agencies and private sector representatives. 
4. Coordination among the government agencies are essential to induce their cooperation. Because a Single Window is a mechanism to harmonize services on regulatory requirements handled by various government agencies, government agencies may build a wrong perception.  Close coordination can facilitate preventing build-up of such a perception. 
5. Establish a clear scope to avoid stakeholders having different expectations of the SW project 
6. Establish proper communication channel to keep all stakeholders informed on the project goals, objectives, targets, progress, and challenges. It helps create trust, avoid misunderstandings, and manage stakeholder expectations.   
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Source: Hoang Huy Hoang, “The Implementation of National Single Window and ASEAN Single Window in 
Vietnam” (2009/SCCP/SWWG/WKSP4/011), paper presented at the APEC SCCP SWWG Capacity Building 
Workshop, Singapore, 6-8 April 2009.    

Vietnam Case: Inclusive InterVietnam Case: Inclusive Inter--agency Coordination Platformagency Coordination Platform
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In implementing a Single Window, many countries establish a formal institutional mechanism for inclusive inter-agency coordination.
As shown in the slide, Vietnam established the ASW National Steering Committee with the inclusion of all the relevant government agencies as members.  For effective coordination, the Committee is chaired by the Minister of Finance, higher person in rank than other members.


